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Pipeline

Segment CT images → Build 3D geometry → Create meshes → Finite Element Analysis → Discrete Element Analysis → Analyze Results

Hip Dysplasia

Acetabular dysplasia may be the leading cause of premature osteoarthritis (OA) of the hip, a degenerative joint disease. Hip OA affects ~9% of the US population.

While it is thought that mechanical factors are the link between dysplasia and OA, clinical studies cannot determine the mechanics of the dysplastic hip.

CT arthrogram captures three-dimensional hip geometry. Image data are segmented using a combination of automatic and manual methods.

Subject-specific 3D reconstruction of bony geometry, overlaid on volumetric CT data. Incorporating subject-specific geometry into models produces more accurate predictions of cartilage contact stresses [Anderson et al., 2008 J Biomech Eng].

Patient-specific hip joint computational models

Patient-specific finite element or discrete element analysis is used to determine contact stresses in the hip joint during simulated activities of daily living. These methods improve the understanding of the biomechanics of normal and dysplastic hips.

Patient-specific hip joint computational models also have a number of potential longer-term uses and benefits, including patient-specific approaches to treatment and prediction of the long-term success rate of corrective surgeries based on pre- and post-operative mechanics.

Initial results indicate altered contact mechanics in dysplastic hips when compared to normal hips. The labrum in dysplastic hips had significantly larger contact areas in all simulated activities, and supported significantly more load in most activities. Peak pressures in the superolateral region were larger in dysplastic hips for half of the activities and average pressures in the anteromedial region were larger in the normal hips for most activities.